
 
 

Mickey’s Beach Bar & Restaurant and Café Patisserie Glacerie 
Responses to Notice of Hearing 

 
 

Applicant 
 

Maer Beach Limited 
Mickey’s Beach Bar & Restaurant and Café Glacerie, Unit 1, Sideshore, Queens Drive, 
Exmouth EX8 2GD 

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes – Represented by Gareth Pinwell of Ashfords LLP 
“Gareth Pinwell from Ashfords LLP will provide legal 
representation on behalf of Maer Beach Ltd in order to support 
this premises licence application.” 

Email Address  

Supporting documents Large document received see Appendix H 

Summary of key points Large document received see Appendix H 

 
Responsible Authority 

 

1. Environmental Health Officer  
Blackdown House, Border Road, Heathpark Industrial Estate, Honiton EX14 1EJ 

Hearing Unnecessary  Yes/No – not completed 

Attending Yes – Alice Gill with represent EH 

Email Address  

Supporting documents Large document received see Appendix G 

Summary of key points None 

  
Interested Parties (Alphabetical Order by Surname) 

 

1. Mrs Jane Ashton      

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes 

Email Address  

Supporting documents Large document received see Appendix I 

Summary of key points Large document received see Appendix I 
 
 

2. Mrs Daphne Barnes-Phillips   

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Prevention of public nuisance is my main licensing objection 
though "prevention of crime and disorder" and "public safety" 
could also become issues with such excessive hours involving 
alcohol and music in force each day throughout the year. 

 
 



 

3. Mr Jim Barnes-Phillips   

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Prevention of public nuisance is my main licensing objection 
though "prevention of crime and disorder" and "public safety" 
could also become issues with such excessive hours involving 
alcohol and music in force each day throughout the year. 

 

4. Ms Domini Barrett     

Hearing Unnecessary  No response received  

Attending No response received  
 

5. Mr John Benson       

Hearing Unnecessary  No response received  

Attending No response received  
 

6. Mrs Susan Benz        

Hearing Unnecessary  No response received  

Attending No response received  
 

7. Mrs Teg Berry            

Hearing Unnecessary  No response received  

Attending No response received  
 

8. Exmouth Town Council  
Exmouth Town Hall, First Floor, St Andrews Road, Exmouth EX8 1AW  

Hearing Unnecessary  Yes/No – not completed 

Attending Yes – Cllr Brian Bailey on behalf of Exmouth Town Council 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Prevention of public nuisance 
Objection to the proposed opening hours to 2:30. It was felt that 
the opening hours should be the same as Ocean in order to 
protect the nearby residential amenity. 

 

9. Ms Anne Bowser-Haigh  

Hearing Unnecessary  Yes/No – not completed 

Attending Yes/No – not completed however advised being represented by 
TARA – The Avenue Residents Association – Simon Davidson so 
am assuming not attending. 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points None 
 

 

 

 

 



 

10. Mrs Angela Broadberry   

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Prevention of public nuisance 
Opening hours to 02:30am every day of the week will result in 
traffic noise through residential areas into the early hours of the 
morning. 
Also possible disturbance from the music. 

 

11. Mrs Janet Broomhall  

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No (rep. by Simon Davidson TARA (The Avenues Residents 
Ass.) 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points None  
 

12. Mr Trevor Broomhall  

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No (rep. by Simon Davidson TARA (The Avenues Residents 
Ass.) 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points None 
 

13. Mr Kevin Brown        

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Prevention of crime and disorder 
A – Potential to attract large numbers of people who could drink 
excessively on the premises. 
B – Potential for greater use of the seafront by people speeding in 
modified cars who may consume alcohol at this facility. 
Public Safety 
The potential for disinhibited behaviour on the beach which might 
impact on other tourist/locals and might lead to dangers 
associated with water. 
Prevention of public nuisance 
People leaving the bar and walking onto the beach or into town 
causing antisocial behaviour and increased noise levels. This 
could impact on policing and other emergency services.  
Protection of harm from children 
The potential impact on children and families using the cycle 
track/beach as a result of intoxication and antisocial behaviour. 
 



 
 

 

14. Mr David Buller         

Hearing Unnecessary  Yes/No – not completed 

Attending Yes 

Email Address  

Supporting documents Large Document received see Appendix I 

Summary of key points Prevention of crime and disorder 
It seems likely that if the extended near 24 hour licensing hours 
are granted it will lead to unacceptable/increased levels of 
disruptive behaviour, possibly leading to property damage and 
affray, as late-night revellers leave Sideshore and journey through 
the quiet residential areas nearby. 
Public Safety 
There is no CCTV monitoring of that section of the seafront and 
there will be an increased need for police patrols to deal with 
anticipated uptake in anti-social behaviour and possibly petty 
crime. The sea directly in front of Sideshore is a dangerous 
stretch of water and late night revellers may be tempted to enter 
the water. 
Prevention of public nuisance 
From personal experience I know that loud music can carry a long 
way from the shoreline at night under calm conditions. This has 
caused disturbed sleep. Sideshore is close to a quiet residential 
area containing several assisted-living developments. Rowdy 
behaviour of patrons leaving Sideshore late at night will add to 
public nuisance. 
Close to a Nature reserve and estuary 
Sideshore is located at the edge of The Maer nature reserve at 
the southern edge of the exe estuary. This stretch of coastline is a 
globally important area for the overwintering birds. Thousands of 
birds fly from the Arctic to spend their winter on our estuary, one 
of Devon’s most impressive spectacles. Many of these birds 
migrate at night and excessive artificial light at night causes light 
pollution that can impact these birds by disrupting circadian 
rhythms and disorientation during flight. There is a serious risk 
therefore that light and noise from the restaurant and bar over its 
extended opening times will interfere with the migratory behaviour 
of our visiting flocks of birds. This is the most critical stage of their 
annual cycle. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

15. Mrs R Burgess          

Hearing Unnecessary  Yes/No – Not completed 

Attending No – but Mrs M Ward will represent. 
“Mrs Ward will be able to present my views on the proposed 
opening hours of Mikey’s Beach Bar and Restaurant. 

Email Address None 

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Prevention of crime and disorder 
The opening hours seem excessive, and potentially, large 
numbers of people drinking alcohol until 02:30am daily could 
incite disorder and crime. 
Prevention of public nuisance 
Public nuisance, could ensue, due large numbers of people 
drinking alcohol until 02:30, can create more noise to nearby 
residents, as could loud music. 
 

 

16. Mr Geoff Crawford    

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No but will be represented by TARA (The Avenue Residents 
Association) – Mr S Davidson 

Email Address  

Supporting documents  None 

Summary of key points Prevention of crime and disorder 
This development is supposed to be primarily a water sports 
facility. There is already a known “boy racer” issue in this area 
and a late licence will add to this issue. 
Public Safety 
Late licence, alcohol, beach front location and strong river 
currents directly outside. 
Prevention of public nuisance 
A late license alcohol and music venue located in an area of 
outstanding natural beauty and adjacent to a protected habitat. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

17. Mr John Culhane       

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No but will be represented by TARA (The Avenue Residents 
Association) – Mr S Davidson 
“Mr Davidson is representing the above association which 
includes a large number of people who will be affected by the 
proposals and have expressed concern.” 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Prevention of crime and disorder 
Extended licensing hours leads to excessive drinking leading to 
potential disorderly behaviour and drug taking therefore much more 
policing required in the early hours. Additional burden on an already 
stretched police force. 
Public Safety 
Very dangerous beach within 50 yards. 
Prevention of public nuisance 
Potential for noise (into the early hours 11:30am–2:30am!) and music 
very late at night to cause great nuisance for nearby residents. 
Protection of harm from children 
Late night music/dancing potential to bring more drugs/dealers into 
Exmouth. 
The costs involved in late night policing of extra traffic, excessive noise 
and unruly behaviour.  

 

18. Mrs Marian Culhane  

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No but will be represented by TARA (The Avenue Residents 
Association) – Mr S Davidson 
“Mr Davidson is representing the above association which 
includes a large number of people who will be affected by the 
proposals and have expressed concern.” 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Prevention of crime and disorder 
Extended licensing hours – leading to potential excessive alcohol 
consumption and disorderly/criminal behaviour – additional 
requirement for “out of hours” policing. 
Public Safety 
Potentially dangerous activity on nearby beach area and uneven 
ground on adjacent Maer area. Potentially catastrophic for any 
reckless activity due to excess alcohol consumption.  
Prevention of public nuisance 
Activity as above and noise from music for two hours after 
midnight which is unacceptable. 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Protection of harm from children 
Opportunity for “underage drinking” 
Additional burden on an already stretched police force in the 
inevitable event of complaints, reckless driving, excessive noise 
and potentially dangerous behaviours. 
The costs involved in additional policing as above. 

 

19. Mrs Daphne Currier   

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None – see notes in Key points 

Summary of key points I have no printer available but have drawn on the 2018 planning 
application for the water sports centre 18/0376/MFUL also 
internet research on the law relating to beach safety. “Managing 
Beach Safety – GOV.UK and Water Safety at the Beach/Royal 
Life Saving Society UK CRLSS UK”. 
Prevention of crime and disorder 
Drinkers leaving the site in the early hours of the morning could 
cause damage to parked cars and misbehave in public on the 
way home – closed lavatories might cause urination in public 
place. Large numbers – 150 plus – are released. People might be 
sick. 
Public Safety 
Danger of drowning by drinkers, at night, in the unsafe no 
swimming zone. Can the council be sued if signage is 
inadequate? 
Prevention of public nuisance 
Noise, litter and unruly behaviour caused by drinkers leaving the 
site in the early hours of the morning. Car doors banging, shouts 
of “goodnight” etc. This would extend all the way to the public 
transport areas. Large numbers referred to. 
Protection of harm from children 
I now believe that causing environmental harm affects the 
youngest generation most. It is a slow almost un-noticeable creep 
from clean air and biodiversity – to extinction. 
 

 

20. Cllr Olly Davey          

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Prevention of crime and disorder 
The possibility of anti-social behaviour by those leaving the venue, or 
possibly those denied entry, placing extra strain on emergency services 
at a considerable distance from the Town Centre, where they would 
normally expect to have to deal with incidents. 
 



 
 
Prevention of public nuisance 
Noise nuisance to properties further back from the Beach, such as 
Trefusis Terrace and Douglas Avenue at hours which are definitely 
unsocial. 
Public Safety/Protection of harm from children 
The possibly of broken glass in the area and especially on the beach. 
The possibly of ill-advised swimming by those under the influence of 
alcohol. 

 
 

21. The Avenues Residents Association (TARA) c/o Mr Simon Davidson   
 

Hearing Unnecessary  Yes/No – not completed 

Attending Yes 

Email Address  

Supporting documents Large Document received see Appendix I 

Summary of key points Prevention of crime and disorder 
There is no CCTV coverage in this area to help prevent or detect 
any criminal activity that might result from late night consumption 
of alcohol.  
Public Safety 
The venue is immediately adjacent to a dangerous stretch of the 
beach front exposed to very fast currents running parallel to and 
just off the beach. It is well known that alcohol reduces inhibitions 
and some may enter the sea late at night risking injury/death. 
Callouts of the RNLI, Coastguard and emergency services would 
happen. 
Prevention of public nuisance 
1 – The venue was not sound insulated with music in mind so a 
noise nuisance is very likely. 
2 – People leaving the area would travel through residential 
areas. Excess alcohol reduces inhibitions and shouting is a 
frequent result – this would cause a noise nuisance. 
3 – On going antisocial behaviour in this area is likely to become 
worse through late night access to alcohol.  
4 – The prevailing westerly winds will tend to cause sound to 
carry in the direction of Trefusis Terrace, East & West 
Checkstone, Roswell Court, Maer Road and Douglas Avenue. 
This is already experienced today as a result of antisocial 
behaviour (point 3) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

22. Ms Elizabeth Evans   

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Yes  
Prevention of Crime and Disorder 
Customers leaving venue late will stay in Exmouth. Customers 
who have been drinking for hours will “amuse” themselves along 
the seafront-no doubt in large groups leaving rubbish too. 
Prevention of public nuisance 
Noise – this is a residential area 
People leaving the venue in the early hours will love to The Maer. 
We already have trouble in the summer months with drinking and 
singing on The Maer well after 11pm. 

 

23. Exmouth Community Association  c/o Geoff Skinner,  
 

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points None 
 

24. Mrs Anne Fardon      

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes by Zoom and to be represented by Martin Warren  
“Martin will help by amplifying the objections currently made in 
summary form” 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Prevention of crime and disorder 
If licenced for such long hours every day, potential for fighting and 
antisocial behaviour outside breaking glass, drunken driving due 
to excessive drinking. 
Prevention of public nuisance 
Excessive noise during antisocial hours both early in the morning 
and until 2:30am potentially, during summer months especially 
when windows will be open noise from inebriated people leaving 
the premises going to parked cars near to residents sleeping. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

25. Mr Michael Fardon    

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes by Zoom and to be represented by  
Martin Warren (Chairman of Rocklands Management Committee)  
“Martin will help by amplifying the objections currently only made 
in summary form elsewhere in this documentation” 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Prevention of crime and disorder 
If licence is permitted for use up to 2:30am there is potential for 
alcoholic excess antisocial disorder and drunken driving. 
Prevention of public nuisance 
Excessive noise during antisocial hours, outside the premises – 
caused by crowds of drunks getting into cars in the rear carpark, 
shouting and slamming doors – all very audible to overlooking 
housing – at 2:30am adding to which in the late night noise of 
music. 
 

 

26. Mr Michael Golby      

Hearing Unnecessary  Yes/No – not completed 

Attending Yes - however will be represented by Mrs M Ward  
“Mrs Ward will represent me as a close neighbour who shares the 
same objections” 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None – see key points 

Summary of key points Prevention of crime and disorder 
Staying open after 11:00pm will encourage a lot of antisocial 
behaviour which may well turn into beach parties when Mickeys 
closes. Are there sufficient police in Exmouth to patrol the sea 
front and the town effectively?  
Public Safety 
Increased police presence to deter any antisocial behaviours 
when Mickey’s closes. 
Prevention of public nuisance 
Residents living in Trefusis Terrace, Louisa Terrace and Douglas 
Avenue will certainly be adversely affected by any music played 
late at night and by antisocial behaviour as people make their way 
home. If music is played after 10:00pm all windows and doors 
should be closed. It is totally unacceptable to supply alcohol to 
people using the outside event space after 10:00pm. 
Protection of harm from children 
Serving alcohol every day of the week from 11:00 in the morning 
to 11:00 at night will certainly encourage drunken behaviour on 
the beach which has always been a wonderful area for children. 
Exmouth finest asset could be compromised. A police presence 
will certainly be needed. 
 



 
 

27. Ms Gina Hanson        

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points As residents living in close proximity to the applicant’s 
premises, we are not against granting the licence to serve 
alcohol but object to: 
Prevention of crime and disorder 
The licence application being for hours that are in excess of 
similar nearby premises that is: 11.00 - 2.00 am Monday to 
Sunday, in a residential area with the potential for increased 
crime and disorder. 
We already experience anti-social behaviour including drug-taking 
and the illegal consumption of alcohol in the Gunfield Gardens on 
a regular basis throughout the year which is known to the police.  
This will be exacerbated by allowing drinking into the early hours 
of the morning on these premises with all the associated 
behaviours and rubbish after closing time that extends into the 
environment beyond the premises. 
Given the lack of visible Police presence in Exmouth, who will 
manage the increased potential for crime and disorder arising 
from granting this licence until 2.00am in the early hours? 
Public Safety 
Given the lack of visible Police presence in Exmouth, who will 
manage the potential increase in issues of public safety and 
nuisance arising from this application if these hours are 
accepted? 
Prevention of public nuisance 
The licence application is for hours that are in excess of similar 
nearby premises that is until 2.00 am throughout the week. 
This will set a precedent for other/future businesses to extend 
their licensing hours beyond midnight in a residential area. 
Allowing the proposed consumption of alcohol on the premises till 
02.00am in the early hours throughout the week is likely to create 
a public nuisance with all the associated behaviours and rubbish 
after closing time that extends into the environment beyond the 
premises. 
The term 'outdoor event space' in the licensing application is not 
clearly defined in terms of how it will be used other than for the 
consumption of alcohol until 23.00 hours throughout the week. If 
live or recorded music is permitted, this will add to the cacophony 
of sound from other events in the immediate vicinity particularly in 
the summer months.  
 
 
 
 



 

Whilst we understand that measures are being put in place to 
manage the indoor noise/music levels, we are concerned about 
the noise emanating from outside events and how this will be 
managed and controlled so as not to become a public nuisance to 
local residents. 
 
Sound travels more at night and especially in the summer 
months, with the wind in certain directions we can clearly hear 
events as far away as Manor 
Gardens near the town centre, and this site will be much closer. 
 
We are already experiencing considerable problems of sound at 
night from outside events from other premises that have emerged 
as part of the Exmouth seafront development which is being 
monitored by the Council in liaison with local residents. 
We recognise that this is a seaside resort and most income is 
generated in the summer months but it is also residential in an 
area of outstanding natural beauty and we have a right to privacy 
and family life which is not disrupted after midnight. 
Protection of harm from children  
Given our experience of young people's anti-social behaviour 
locally in to the early hours, there is a real concern that Mickey's 
Beach Bar will become a magnet for vulnerable young people to 
congregate around in the early hours with all the dangers this 
may entail. 
 

 

28. Mrs Jenny Heslop       

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Large document received see Appendix I 

 

29. Mr Martin S Heslop QC   

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Large document received see Appendix I 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

30. Mr Gordon Hodgson   

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Prevention of crime and disorder 
Events of summer 2020 drew very large numbers to Exmouth 
Beach areas which resulted to national news coverage of illegal 
gatherings and activity which required high levels of police in 
attendance. Other events such as fireworks once held on the 
beach have been stopped due to risk of harm, alcohol related 
offences and vandalism. 
The attraction and of a very late night venue until 2.30 am every 
day and night is very likely to result in a significant increase in 
crime and vandalism in the  wider area including the protected 
area of the Maer as well as in the immediate area. 
Public Safety 
Risk to Public Safety is likely to be increased due to 
1. Traffic. Late night high speed driving is already a feature of the 
seafront. The substantially increased draw that a very late night 
venue, open every night at hours well beyond normal pub hours, 
is very likely to result in an increase in this activity. 
2. The location of a very late night alcohol outlet immediately next 
to one of the most dangerous sections of the sea/estuary with fast 
currents would be a much enhanced risk to public safety. The 
RNLI and others drew attention to this when considering the 
planning application for a Water Sports Centre but without the 
issue of late night alcohol being available immediately adjacent. 
Prevention of public nuisance 
Excessive noise and speed at night has been discussed at 
council meetings and in the press. Not limited to "boy racers" the 
issue has been reported on by the police who have 
acknowledged that it still continues. 
A very late night food and drink venue for entertainment, which is 
intended to draw people who are moving on from other venues 
that have closed at normal hours, is very likely to bring about a 
significant increase in this nuisance and that the Police will be too 
stretched to cope. Litter left or strewn across the road at night, a 
particular ongoing issue currently at Orcombe Point, is likely to 
increase if there is a very late night food and alcohol outlet in the 
immediate vicinity. The issue is likely to overspill to areas such as 
the Maer and the Beach where the applicant has no 
responsibility. A nuisance to the public and to the local authorities 
required to clear it up daily. 

 

31. Mrs Connie Horn      

Hearing Unnecessary  No response received  

Attending No response received  
 

 



 

32. Mr Nils Hornsten       

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Prevention of crime and disorder 
Such an extended sale of alcohol will lead to drunkenness. 
Disorder and crime are the results of inebriation.  
Public Safety 
As above. 
Having drunken behaviour on the sea front will cause extreme 
nervousness particularly among women and the elderly. It might 
well prevent people walking along there. 
Prevention of public nuisance 
Loutish behaviour resulting from alcohol causes abuse both 
verbal and physical. Keep it out of Exmouth particularly the 
seafront.  

 

33. Mrs Cecilia Jenkins  

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points All boxes ticked for four objectives – no extra notes 
Prevention of crime and disorder 
Public Safety 
Prevention of public nuisance 
Protection of harm from children 

 

34. Mr Rees Jenkins       

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No – but will be represented by Mrs C Jenkins  

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points None 

 
 

35. Mrs Jean Jordan       

Hearing Unnecessary  Yes/No – not completed 

Attending No 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Yes 
Prevention of crime and disorder 
There is already a great deal of disturbance and nuisance well 
past midnight in the locality, drunkenness and drug taking by 
groups of young people. Granting this application will only 
exasperate the problem. 
 



 

 
Public Safety 
This will become more relevant as the period will be extended 
way past 2:30am. I feel the existing licensing laws for The Ocean 
set the whole tone for the 2 miles of seafront and indeed the 
whole of Exmouth. Granting this application ill only exasperate the 
problem. 
Prevention of public nuisance 
Exactly he same as stated in objective 1. 
Protection of harm from children 
This is a serious concern already. Drugs are being sold to minors 
in The Gunfield Gardens behind The Ocean complex. 
Drunkenness, noise, litter e.g. broken bottles, cans or litter 
abound. Also the Gunfield Gardens are regularly used as a toilet. 
Granting this application will only exasperate the problem. 
 

 

36. Ms Anne-Marie Kelly   

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Box ticked but none enclosed 
 

37. Mrs Peggy Lancaster   

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Prevention of public nuisance 
Serving alcohol in the early hours of the morning will disturb local 
residents who live within sight and sounds of Mickey’s bar and 
Restaurant. 

 

38. Mrs Elaine Lewis      

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points None 
 

39. Mr Richard E Lewis   

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No 

Email Address None 

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points None 

 

 



 

40. Mrs A E Louis            

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes, however will be represented by Mrs M Ward  

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Prevention of crime and disorder 
Staying open after 11:00pm will encourage a lot of anti-social 
behaviour which may well turn into beach parties when Mickey’s 
closes. Are there sufficient police in Exmouth to patrol the sea 
front and the town effectively? 
Public Safety 
Increased police presence to deter any antisocial behaviour when 
Mickey’s closes. 
Prevention of public nuisance 
Residents living in Trefusis Terrace, Louisa Terrace and Douglas 
Avenue will certainly be adversely affected by any music played 
late at night and by antisocial behaviour as people make their way 
home. If music is played after 10:00pm all windows and doors 
should be closed. It is totally unacceptable to supply alcohol to 
people using the outside event space after 10:00pm. 
Protection of harm from children 
Serving alcohol every day of the week from 11:00 in the morning 
to 11:00 at night will certainly encourage drunken behaviour on 
the beach which has always been a wonderful are for children. 
Exmouth’s finest asset could be compromised. A police presence 
will certainly be needed. 

 

41. Mrs Wanda Marshall  

Hearing Unnecessary  No response received  

Attending No response received  

 

42. Mrs Carol Metcalfe    

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes 

Email Address  

Supporting documents Large document received see Appendix I 

Summary of key points None 

 

43. Mrs Ron Metcalfe      

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes  - Would like to speak at meeting 

Email Address  

Supporting documents Large document received see Appendix I 

Summary of key points None 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

44. Mrs Mary Nash          

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes 

Email Address  

Supporting documents Large document received see Appendix I 

Summary of key points Prevention of crime and disorder 
There is an existing problem of late night drug dealing in this 
area. Police incident 20402032021 DTD March 1st 2021 refers. 
Public Safety 
Late night (past midnight) drinking in close proximity to a red flag 
area of the beach. 
Prevention of public nuisance 
The prevailing wind carries the sounds in direction of building 
where I live. Live music and late night customers leaving the 
premises after mid-night will be a public nuisance. 

 

45. Mrs Deirdre Norman    

Hearing Unnecessary  No response received  

Attending No response received  

 

46. Mrs Pat Packe           

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes and to be represented by  
Martin Warren (Chairman of Rocklands Management Committee)  
“Martin will be amplifying the objections currently made in 
summary form” 

Email Address  

Supporting documents Large document received see Appendix I 

Summary of key points The applicant's intention to be open for 19.5 hours, selling alcohol for 
15 of those hours, EVERY day is unreasonable and unnecessary, 
especially as other licensed premises are required to stop serving 
alcohol at 11 pm. 
Crime and Disorder 
-Likelihood that customers will leave at 2.30 am in a disorderly, drunken 
state. 
-Likelihood of drunken driving as customers leave at 2.30 am after 
potentially several hours of drinking. 
-Possibility that the premises will become a magnet for late night 
drinking, after other licensed premises have closed at 11pm, with all the 
inevitable associated problems. 
-The Exmouth seafront is already notorious for disruptive and disorderly 
behaviour e.g. large illegal gatherings and fighting during Lockdown, 
young drivers regularly revving up their cars loudly and speeding along 
the seafront late at night. These problems are likely to be exacerbated. 
Public Safety 
The car park for Sideshore is on the opposite side of the road to the 
premises and main amenities. Customers returning to their cars in the 
early hours must cross the road with no pedestrian crossing, as large 
numbers of other cars are leaving. 
 
 
 



 
 
Prevention of Public Nuisance 
The applicant's premises and car park are very close (car park approx 
75 metres) to local housing in Trefusis Terrace, Douglas Avenue and 
Louisa Terrace. The opening hours and licensing hours are 
unreasonable and unnecessary with a residential area so close by. 
Residents will be adversely affected by noise from : 
(a) Car park - customers leaving inebriated around 2.30 am, shouting 
/talking loudly, revving their cars and driving noisily through residential 
roads. 
(b) Loud music - played until 2 am 
These problems will be particularly severe 
1.During summer months when windows are open 
2.At night, when sound tends to carry more, causing significant sleep 
disturbance 
3.When there is an onshore wind carrying the noise towards the houses 

 

47. Mr Roger Packe         

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes and to be represented by  
Martin Warren (Chairman of Rocklands Management Committee)  
“Martin will assist as he has experience of similar applications” 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Public Safety 
The car park for “Mickeys” is across a busy road without a 
pedestrian crossing. The local “boy racers” can approach 50-
60mph at late hours. 
An 11pm close would be reasonable. 2am not. 
Prevention of public nuisance 
The Rocklands development is approx. 200 metres from 
“Mickeys” and 100 metres from the car park. After 11pm the noise 
from these areas will be unacceptable. 

 

48. Mrs M J Pickup          

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No 

Email Address None 

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points None 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

49. Mr Nicholas Sage      

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No – will be represented by TARA (The Avenues Residents Ass.) 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Yes  
Prevention of Crime and Disorder 
Very late night opening will increase problems of crime and 
disorder in the area. 
Public Safety 
Late night alcohol consumption near the beach and sea could 
result in serious safety issues. 
Prevention of public nuisance 
Proximity to retirement and care homes poses problems of public 
nuisance with late night opening hours. 

 

50. Mr C Salter                 

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points As residents living in close proximity to the applicant’s 
premises, we are not against granting the licence to serve 
alcohol but object to: 
Prevention of crime and disorder 
The licence application being for hours that are in excess of 
similar nearby premises that is: 11.00 - 2.00 am Monday to 
Sunday, in a residential area with the potential for increased 
crime and disorder. 
We already experience anti-social behaviour including drug-taking 
and the illegal consumption of alcohol in the Gunfield Gardens on 
a regular basis throughout the year which is known to the police. 
This will be exacerbated by allowing drinking into the early hours 
of the morning on these premises with all the associated 
behaviours and rubbish after closing time that extends into the 
environment beyond the premises. 
Given the lack of visible Police presence in Exmouth, who will 
manage the increased potential for crime and disorder arising 
from granting this licence until 2.00am in the early hours? 
Public Safety 
Given the lack of visible Police presence in Exmouth, who will 
manage the potential increase in issues of public safety and 
nuisance arising from this application if these hours are 
accepted? 
Prevention of public nuisance 
The licence application is for hours that are in excess of similar 
nearby premises that is until 2.00 am throughout the week. 
This will set a precedent for other/future businesses to extend 
their licensing hours beyond midnight in a residential area. 



 

Allowing the proposed consumption of alcohol on the premises till 
02.00am in the early hours throughout the week is likely to create 
a public nuisance with all the associated behaviours and rubbish 
after closing time that extends into the environment beyond the 
premises. 
The term 'outdoor event space' in the licensing application is not 
clearly defined in terms of how it will be used other than for the 
consumption of alcohol until 23.00 hours throughout the week. If 
live or recorded music is permitted, this will add to the cacophony 
of sound from other events in the immediate vicinity particularly in 
the summer months. Whilst we understand that measures are 
being put in place to manage the indoor noise/music levels, we 
are concerned about the noise emanating from outside events 
and how this will be managed and controlled so as not to become 
a public nuisance to local residents. 
Sound travels more at night and especially in the summer 
months, with the wind in certain directions we can clearly hear 
events as far away as Manor 
Gardens near the town centre, and this site will be much closer. 
 
We are already experiencing considerable problems of sound at 
night from outside events from other premises that have emerged 
as part of the Exmouth seafront development which is being 
monitored by the Council in liaison with local residents. 
We recognise that this is a seaside resort and most income is 
generated in the summer months but it is also residential in an 
area of outstanding natural beauty and we have a right to privacy 
and family life which is not disrupted after midnight. 
Protection of harm from children  
Given our experience of young people's anti-social behaviour 
locally in to the early hours, there is a real concern that Mickey's 
Beach Bar will become a magnet for vulnerable young people to 
congregate around in the early hours with all the dangers this 
may entail. 
 

 

51. Mr John Sealey         

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Prevention of Public Nuisance 
A late night licence is likely to result in disorderly conduct and 
require a police presence. This would change the entire character 
of the Exmouth seafront. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

52. Mr Terry Smallwood  

Hearing Unnecessary  Yes/No – Not completed 

Attending No 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Prevention of crime and disorder 
Late night drinking inevitably leads to poor behaviour and 
bravado. Crime against property and people becomes a shoreline 
threat. 
Public Safety 
The new water sports area will attract a lot of people. The whole 
intent of this new development was to provide a centre for water 
sport. Late night drinkers will pose a threat to public safety. 
Prevention of public nuisance 
By refusing this application you prevent public nuisance or the 
potential. Late revellers are noisy and uncontrolled. 

 

53. Mrs Ann Smith          

Hearing Unnecessary  No response received  

Attending No response received  

 

54. Mr Robert J Soutter   

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points None 
 

55. Mrs Margaret Stoddart  

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No 

Email Address None 

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points None 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

56. Mr Richard Stradling   

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No but will be represented by TARA (The Avenue Residents 
Association) – Mr S Davidson 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Public safety 
The proximity of the premises to the beach and in particular an 
area in which it is unsafe to swim may be a threat to public safety. 
Revellers exiting the premises may be tempted to go into the 
water at great risk to themselves and others. 
Prevention of public nuisance 
The 2am licence creates potential for anti-social behaviour in an 
area close to residential and care homes. 

 

57. Mrs Avril Summers  

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points None 
 

58. Mr Jeffery Summers  

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points None 
 

59. Mr Tim Todd               

Hearing Unnecessary  No response received  

Attending No response received  
 

60. Mrs Dee Tracey         

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points No 
 

61. Mr Mike Tracey         

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points No 
 

 



 
 

62. Mr William Treloar     

Hearing Unnecessary  No response received  

Attending No response received  

  

63. Mr Michael Tross      

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No  

Email Address Not given 

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points None  
 

64. Mrs Lynda C Tweedie  

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Prevention of crime and disorder 
Sale of alcohol for 15 consecutive hours until 2am and the late 
night/early hours of public traffic is a nuisance to local residents 
and the adjoining Nature Reserve. 
Unlawful behaviour such as: defecating in the Nature Reserve – 
the exchange of drugs- alcohol fuelled fights. 
Public Safety 
The disruption and stress that the above will have on local 
residents would severely impact on their mental health as well as 
three emotional and physical health. 
Prevention of public nuisance 
The sale of alcohol for 15 consecutive hours is not conducive to 
healthy family relationships and Exmouth is a family holiday 
destination. 
The constant noise causing stress for local residents. 
Protection of harm from children 
More exposure to alcohol fuelled adults because of the long 
opening hours. 
 

 

65. Mr Peter Tweedie      

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Prevention of crime and disorder 
Unlawful behaviour using the Maer Nature Reserve as a toilet and 
fighting on the beach occurred last summer. 
The sale of alcohol for 15 consecutive hours till 2am will, most likely, 
increase unlawful behaviour. 
Public Safety 
See Crime and Disorder above 
 



 
Prevention of public nuisance 
Can guarantees be made that any noise or vibration from the premises 
(when windows and/or balcony doors are open) will not be audible or 
experienceable (with regards vibration/bass) at nearby residences. 
Protection of harm from children 
See Crime and Disorder above 

 

66. Mr Robert Tweedie    

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Prevention of crime and disorder 
Destruction of habitat caused by increased human activity late at 
night on or near the nature Reserve. 
Prevention of public nuisance 
Noise coming from the building and patrons. This includes as the 
patrons make their way home to the night bus and taxis.  
 

 

67. Mrs Michele Ward     

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points The points are extreme scenarios but Mickey’s Bar has not published 
any overview of its business intentions and the extreme licensing hours 
requested have of course rung alarm bells! 
Prevention of crime and disorder 
If Mickeys is “not to be a nightclub” why the excessively late drinking 
hours 7 days a week? How many other venues in Exmouth allow 
drinking until 2am? Will the venue attract late night drinkers to 
congregate after normal “time” is called elsewhere?  
 
After good weather days especially I can foresee potentially 
rowdiness/drunken behaviour/drug taking etc. into the early hours 
outside the venue. Will the Police be able to patrol more often than they 
do now? Will the internal security cope? 
Public Safety 
Possible rowdiness/drunkenness etc. can lead potentially to scenarios 
where public safety could be compromised. Will there be sufficient 
protocols in place to protect the general public not only at the venue but 
at the beach itself and the Maer nature reserve if there is any spread to 
these areas of possible trouble. 
Prevention of public nuisance 
Turning out from a venue as late as 2-3am can lead to noise 
(shouting/car door slamming etc.) carrying up to Douglas 
Avenue/Trefusis Terrace and disturbing peoples sleep. Music played 
potentially all evening through to 2am could be a nuisance both to local 
residents and visitors. What steps could be put in place to minimise 
this? Closed windows/doors/sound proofing?  
 
 



 
Protection of harm from children 
What steps will be in place to prevent alcohol being purchased in the 
outdoor area being taken on the beach or Maer Nature Reserve? 
Playing children be distressed by any poor behaviour or even physically 
harmed in some scenarios. How will Mickey’s work to prevent this? 

 

68. Mr R L Ward              

Hearing Unnecessary  No response received  

Attending No response received  
 

69. Mr Robert Ward         

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points The key points mirror the same as Mr Wards Wife as requested in 
the response. 
 
The points are extreme scenarios but Mickey’s Bar has not 
published any overview of its business intentions and the extreme 
licensing hours requested have of course rung alarm bells! 
Prevention of crime and disorder 
If Mickeys is “not to be a nightclub” why the excessively late 
drinking hours 7 days a week? How many other venues in 
Exmouth allow drinking until 2am? Will the venue attract late night 
drinkers to congregate after normal “time” is called elsewhere? 
After good weather days especially I can foresee potentially 
rowdiness/drunken behaviour/drug taking etc. into the early hours 
outside the venue. Will the Police be able to patrol more often 
than they do now? Will the internal security cope? 
Public Safety 
Possible rowdiness/drunkenness etc. can lead potentially to 
scenarios where public safety could be compromised.  
Will there be sufficient protocols in place to protect the general 
public not only at the venue but at the beach itself and the Maer 
nature reserve if there is any spread to these areas of possible 
trouble. 
Prevention of public nuisance 
Turning out from a venue as late as 2-3am can lead to noise 
(shouting/car door slamming etc.) carrying up to Douglas 
Avenue/Trefusis Terrace and disturbing peoples sleep. Music 
played potentially all evening through to 2am could be a nuisance 
both to local residents and visitors. What steps could be put in 
place to minimise this? Closed windows/doors/sound proofing?  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Protection of harm from children 
What steps will be in place to prevent alcohol being purchased in 
the outdoor area being taken on the beach or Maer Nature 
Reserve?  
 
Playing children be distressed by any poor behaviour or even 
physically harmed in some scenarios. How will Mickey’s work to 
prevent this? 

 

70. Mrs Irene Warman    

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Yes  
Prevention of crime and disorder 
Drunkenness leads to disorder. Fighting on the beach will ruin 
Exmouth’s reputation. Difficult to police, as beach is so long. 
Public Safety 
Danger of broken glass. If injuries occur, Exmouth’s reputation is 
at stake. 
Prevention of public nuisance 
Noise until 2AM and after that on the beach. How far will the 
nuisance spread along the beach? 
Protection of harm from children 
Children barefoot on the beach strewn with glass and rubbish. 
Will Exmouth still be a family resort? Blue flag aware at risk. 
 

 

71. Mr Martin Warren      
  

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending Yes 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Introduction 
When the premises was given planning permission residents 
were led to believe a water sports centre was being built with 
catering on site. In fact the focus is food and drink sales with a 
small water sports facility onsite. Residents have been misled. 
 
The license applied for is excessive in ambit. I appreciate the 
need to sell alcohol onsite-but to do so until 2:30am will lead to all 
the usual problems, shouting, violence etc. – note the events of 
last summer. 
 
The licence creates a public nuisance given the noise from music 
and revellers and the noise of revellers leaving the site. Public 
nuisance is likely construed under licensing law. 



 

 
Prevention of crime and disorder 
If drinks are sold until 2:30am the site will inevitably become a 
magnet for antisocial behaviour. The events of last summer 
(excessive alcohol) show the risks involved. 
Public Safety 
Crowds - consumed alcohol until late at night, potential for 
trips/slips/fighting, given the proximity to the sea – potential for 
waste related accidents. 
 
Prevention of public nuisance 
Major issue – the local residents will have to put up with shouting, 
singing as people return to their cars, revving engines, doors 
slammed in of circa 3am! 
 
The bar will be one of the latest open in Exmouth. It will lead to all 
the users drinking excess alcohol – violence, criminal damage 
etc. The license should only have sales until 11pm.  
 

 

72. Mrs P Wedlake          

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No 

Email Address None 

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points None 
 

73. Mrs P L Webster        

Hearing Unnecessary  No response received  

Attending No response received  
 

74. Mrs Sheila M White   

Hearing Unnecessary  Yes/No – not completed 

Attending No 

Email Address None 

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points None 
 

75. Mr David Whiter         

Hearing Unnecessary  No response received  

Attending No response received  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

76. Mrs Maureen Willis   

Hearing Unnecessary  No 

Attending No 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Prevention of crime and disorder 
The very long licensing hours will lead to more alcohol 
consumption with the potential for disorderly behaviour and 
possibly crime. 
Public Safety 
As above, drink driving might well be involved. 
Prevention of public nuisance 
The long hours of alcohol availability. The very late sale of alcohol 
and the prolonged playing of music are all potential causes of 
nuisance. Music should always be kept to a moderate volume. 

 

77. Mr Len Worsfold      

Hearing Unnecessary  Yes 

Attending Yes 

Email Address  

Supporting documents None 

Summary of key points Prevention of crime and disorder 
This idea add to the drug problem police to note. 
Prevention of public nuisance 
The times are excessive and should be reduced to prevent 
annoying neighbours and noise on exiting. 

 

 

 




